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LOVE NEST CHECKLIST 
 
Completed 
 

 
Area of Focus 

 
Instructions 

 
 

CLEAN SPACE 

 
Remove clutter and organize. Dirty clothes should be out of sight in a bad or 
hamper. In addition, the furniture should be arranged so that it is movement 
friendly, if two people are in the room.  

 

BED POSITIONING 

 
Keep both sides of the bed accessible for two people to each have equal space 
to enter and exit (if possible) 
 

 

SEPARATION OF 
WORK & PLAY 

 
Designate the bedroom as only a place for sex, cuddling and sleeping by 
removing paperwork, electronic devices or computers to another location. Even 
the television is better outside of the bedroom to remove possible distractions. 
 

 

ART & MATCHING 
PAIRS 

Exhibit items around the space in pairs to remind you of being open to coupling. 
This might be matching bedroom side tables, matching double pillows, pairs of 
photos or art on walls or in frames or two candles on display or two large 
flowers in a vase. Artwork should evoke the feeling of love and warmth instead 
of sadness or loneliness. Remove photos from the bedroom of people you 
wouldn’t want to be watching you in that particular space, for psychological 
reasons. If you have any photos or gifts from an ex lover, be sure they are also 
stored away (out of sight, out of mind) to prepare for the new. 

  

COLORS 
Pink, red and peach are often recommended for the bedroom as far as sexual 
energy goes, however, choose colors that you, personally, associate with your 
own passionate energy: colors that evoke sexy feelings for you. 

 

TEXTURES 

Add textures to your space that invite you to touch them: silky, satin, velour, 
feathers or soft cottons. Again, go with personal preference and what puts you 
in a romantic mood.   
 

 

SCENTS 

Chose a singular oil, candle or incense scent that inspires loving thoughts for 
you and fill your space with the aroma on a regular basis. Keep it light enough 
that it can be enjoyed as an enhancement, yet is not overpowering or overly 
distracting. Keep it simple with only one scent and be conscious of competing 
too much with your own perfume or soap fragrance (if this applies). 
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CLOSET & DRAWERS 

Get rid of old items in your closet and dresser drawers that you don’t like or 
don’t fit in any more and create space for new. Not just new clothes for you, 
but you will want some extra empty hangers and extra drawer space in case 
you have a guest that needs to hang or store something. 

 

BATHROOM 

Go for double with towels and wash clothes in the bathroom. Have a place 
for an extra toothbrush and perhaps even space in the medicine cabinet. 
Be sure counters are clean. Baskets or other organizers may come in 
handy if you require them to hold clutter that would otherwise be all over 
the counter. 

 

KITCHEN 
Is your refrigerator and freezer guest friendly? Now is a good time to ensure 
any expired stuff is tossed out and staples are well stocked, just in case you 
had a guest. 

 

AUTOMOBILE 

If you have and automobile you use for transport: how clean is your vehicle? 
If the current status of your car would cause you to apologize for its state, 
should you find yourself in a position to give a hot guy a ride, then you have 
some work to do here. Invite love energy into your mode of transportation by 
keeping the space tidy and pleasant. 

 

Did you complete the checklist? Congratulations!  

Your space now reflects your intention to invite a romantic relationship into your 
life. 


